Background {#Sec1}
==========

Missing outcome data (MOD) are a distinct type of missing information attributed to multifaceted causes that prematurely terminate the participation in a research study, including a clinical trial. These causes may relate to the design and conduct of the clinical trial or be completely irrelevant to the clinical trial structure. Besides sample size losses, discontinuation may distort the balance of the baseline characteristics between the compared groups in a trial leading to confounding and selection bias \[[@CR1]--[@CR6]\]. Furthermore, participants remaining in the trial might not be representative of the population originally recruited and reduce directness of the findings \[[@CR1]--[@CR3], [@CR7]\].

Missing outcome data are an integral part of a systematic review as they emerge inevitably through the inclusion of clinical trials with reported participant losses. Since the risk of bias due to MOD at the trial level is likely to translate into a similar risk at the meta-analysis level, integration of trials with MOD may lead to meta-analysis results that do not reflect the impact of the interventions in practice \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\]. Consequently, strategic management of MOD in a systematic review is particularly necessary \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\].

There is guidance for systematic reviewers, meta-analysts, journal editors and reviewers in order to improve reporting and handling of MOD at meta-analysis level \[[@CR9], [@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. In addition, statistical methods, software and tutorials for dealing with MOD of varying complexity have been developed over time \[[@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR14]--[@CR23]\]. Nevertheless, MOD in systematic reviews with network meta-analysis have received very little attention. Network meta-analysis (NMA) is an extension of pairwise meta-analysis that allows direct (i.e., trials investigating the same comparison) and indirect (i.e., different sets of trials that compare each intervention with a common comparator) evidence to be synthesized simultaneously in a single analysis in order to yield relative intervention effects for all possible comparisons and by extent, to rank the multiple competing interventions \[[@CR24]\]. While methods for handling MOD in pairwise meta-analysis may be applicable to NMA, addressing MOD in the context of NMA holds an additional degree of complexity. This complexity inherently stems from the additional assumptions required to integrate different pieces of evidence from multiple trials in a single analysis and obtain internally coherent relative treatment effects for all pairwise comparisons \[[@CR25]\]. Therefore, the presence of MOD in a network of interventions might materially impact on additional parameters beyond the standard meta-analytic ones (i.e., mean effect and between-study variance) including incoherence of the estimates between direct and indirect evidence for a particular comparison, probabilistic statements on the comparability of all competing interventions and intervention ranking.

Currently, publications on MOD in the NMA context are restricted to a post hoc evaluation that uses the informative missingness odds ratio (IMOR) parameter \[[@CR26]\] to assess the impact of missing binary outcome data on NMA results; an extension of the IMOR parameter for missing *continuou*s outcome data \[[@CR18]\] and a meta-epidemiological study that investigates the association between specific trial characteristics and the likelihood of premature discontinuation in antipsychotic trials for schizophrenia \[[@CR27]\].

While the recommendations on the reporting and handling of MOD in conventional systematic reviews are of great relevance and importance also for systematic reviews with NMA, they can only partially assist the interested audience since they do not reflect upon the additional NMA components, namely, consistency assumption and intervention ranking. Properly established guidelines cannot exist without empirical evidence and to our knowledge there is no empirical evidence on the reporting and handling of MOD in networks with multiple interventions (e.g., similar to \[[@CR12]\]). The aim of this study was to bridge this particular knowledge gap by providing evidence about the impact of MOD on the credibility of a systematic review with NMA, including the reporting and handling of MOD as well as the acknowledgment of their implications.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Eligible systematic reviews {#Sec3}
---------------------------

We used several databases to identify NMAs of at least three interventions. First, we based our sample on the published database of Zarin et al. \[[@CR28]\]. This database includes 456 systematic reviews with NMA of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) in all languages with *at least four* different interventions from inception until April 14, 2015. The authors excluded systematic reviews (i) of diagnostic test accuracy studies or genetic studies or observational studies or mixture of RCTs and observational studies; (ii) those that included a smaller number of trials than interventions; and (iii) had implemented naïve indirect comparison methods.

Second, we considered also the databases by Tan et al. and Bafeta et al. as they included *at least three* interventions and we added these additional potential NMAs in our database \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. These databases covered a period from 1997 \[[@CR29]\] to July 2012 \[[@CR30]\]. Third, we searched in addition the database of Nikolakopoulou et al. \[[@CR31]\] (they searched from inception to December 2012) to locate possible systematic reviews that might have been missed by Zarin et al. \[[@CR28]\].

Finally, to make the sample of systematic reviews current, we conducted our own search using the eligibility criteria (i) -- (iii) considered in Zarin et al. \[[@CR28]\] for eligible systematic reviews published from August 2012 to March 2017 that assessed at least 3 interventions. For that search, we applied the strategies developed by Petropoulou et al. \[[@CR32]\] (and used in Zarin et al. \[[@CR28]\] as well) for MEDLINE, EMBASE and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.

We included reviews published from 2009 and onwards, because the new Cochrane risk of bias tool was published during 2009 and hence, we expected the reviewers to have routinely assessed the included studies also in terms of bias due to MOD \[[@CR12]\]. We considered whether RCTs with 'non-standard' design, such as quasi, crossover, factorial, cluster, split-mouth, contralateral and split-face/body RCTs, were among the eligible trials. Since the methodology to handle MOD has been developed primarily in the context of standard RCTs, we decided to exclude systematic reviews that included RCTs with 'non-standard' design. Furthermore, we excluded commentaries, letters, editorials, case-series, protocols, methodological articles, overviews of systematic reviews (MOD have been addressed already within the systematic review), cost-effectiveness reviews of multiple interventions that did not perform de novo systematic review with NMA (but used results from published NMAs, published meta-analyses and selected trials) and systematic reviews that investigated MOD as a single primary outcome usually termed as 'acceptability' or 'withdrawal due to adverse events or any reason'.

Eligible network meta-analyses {#Sec4}
------------------------------

From each eligible systematic review, we selected only one primary outcome. When the authors described more than one primary outcomes, we gave priority to binary outcomes, since established methods to handle MOD in systematic reviews address mainly binary outcomes. In the presence of many *binary* primary outcomes, we selected a patient-important outcome following the hierarchy of outcomes as defined by Akl et al. \[[@CR33]\].

Screening {#Sec5}
---------

Two reviewers (LMS, JJYN) double-screened in a standardized approach the titles and abstracts of the systematic reviews already included in Bafeta et al. \[[@CR30]\], Tan et al. \[[@CR29]\] and Nikolakopoulou et al. \[[@CR31]\] as well as those retrieved from the updated literature search. Reasons for exclusion were documented. Then, potentially relevant systematic reviews were screened in full-text. In case of conflicts, a third reviewer (HJS) was consulted.

Data collection process and data items {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------

We developed a data extraction form and piloted on randomly-selected eligible systematic reviews in order to determine the finalized content of the extraction form. One reviewer (LMS) extracted all necessary information from the eligible systematic reviews. A second reviewer (JJYN) randomly selected and checked 10% of the extracted systematic reviews for potential errors. Disagreements were resolved by discussion between the reviewers; in case of no concordance, the authors consulted a third reviewer (HJS).

Systematic review level {#Sec7}
-----------------------

We extracted items that referred to specific domains defined separately for the systematic review as a whole and the selected NMA. Specifically, at the systematic review level, we extracted information on general characteristics of the review, such as year of publication, disease condition, protocol availability and incorporation of the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) approach. Items referring to reporting and handling of MOD in the protocol and published report of the systematic review included the definition of MOD, MOD strategy and adherence to the pre-specified strategy (if a protocol exists), possible explanation provided by the authors to support their strategy, use of the last-observation-carried-forward (LOCF) approach (i.e., for each participant who withdrew during the course of a trial with longitudinal follow-up, the last observed continuous outcome is forwarded to the remaining pre-specified outcome assessments in order to fill-in the subsequent missing responses \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]) and assessment of bias due to MOD. To locate these items, we also searched the PROSPERO registry (if a registration number was provided) or available Web addresses and published additional file.

Lastly, we extracted information on whether and how authors dealt with the implications of MOD on NMA components (i.e. treatment effects, consistency parameter, intervention ranking, heterogeneity and possible model fit parameters); for instance, we noted authors' judgments when they used the risk of bias assessment for single studies or the GRADE approach for a body of evidence, remarks on the impact of dropout prevalence and reasons, and discussion of the results of any moderator analyses in the context of MOD, such as subgroup analysis where studies were split into subgroups of low and high risk of bias due to MOD, meta-regression analysis using dropout prevalence as covariate, and sensitivity analysis by excluding trials without intention-to-treat analysis (namely, analysis of all participants in the group they were originally randomized irrespectively protocol compliance or withdrawal \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]). This information was sought in the abstract, results, discussion and conclusion sections of the publication.

Selected network meta-analysis level {#Sec8}
------------------------------------

For the selected NMAs, we extracted information on network topology (number of interventions and included studies and network shape), type of intervention-comparison and outcome definition (as defined by Turner et al. \[[@CR34]\]) and effect measure. For the selected primary outcome, we recorded the reported choice of analysis set (i.e., (modified) intention-to-treat and per-protocol) and then, we judged the actual method of analysis rather than the reported (e.g., available case analysis or imputation with or without LOCF). Furthermore, information was extracted on the accountability of the uncertainty induced by missingness and specific scenarios considered when imputing MOD.

We evaluated whether the authors applied a sensitivity analysis and what strategies they considered to inspect further the impact of MOD for the selected primary outcome. We documented whether the authors reported any changes in the inferences after sensitivity analysis. Lastly, we determined which systematic reviews provided extractable data information for the selected primary outcome and MOD.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Systematic reviews and network meta-analysis selection {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------------

A total of 410 studies located in Zarin et al. \[[@CR28]\] were relevant for screening. After supplementing with studies identified in Nikolakopoulou et al. \[[@CR31]\], Bafeta et al. \[[@CR30]\] and Tan et al. \[[@CR29]\], a total of 447 reviews were considered for full-text screening. Of those, 125 were excluded for several reasons (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Flow diagram of systematic reviews with network meta-analysis. ITC, indirect treatment comparison; MA, meta-analysis; NMA, network meta-analysis; RCT, randomized controlled trial

The bibliographic search from August 2012 to March 2017 yielded a total of 446 possibly relevant articles for title and abstract screening. Of those, 46 were duplicate records and 137 had no relevance to systematic review and NMA (e.g., studies and methodology of genetic, laboratory and animal content, cohort studies, cross-sectional studies, case-control studies and case reports). Then, a total of 263 articles were considered for full-text screening. Of those, 198 were excluded for various reasons (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A list with the excluded articles and their reasons can be found in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. In total, 387 systematic reviews were considered eligible for data extraction (see, Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}).

Characteristics of selected systematic reviews {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------

The majority were published during 2014 (*n* = 92, 24%), specialized on cardiology (*n* = 71, 18%) and oncology (*n* = 46, 12%) (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for further details), were non-Cochrane reviews (*n* = 380, 98%), did not mention in their publication whether a protocol was available (*n* = 279, 72%) and did not incorporate the GRADE approach in their results (*n* = 358, 92%, Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Sixty-six reviews (17%) mentioned that a protocol was developed but they did not make the protocol available (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Only 38 (10%) reviews registered or published a protocol with the majority being found between 2013 and 2015.Fig. 2Bubble chart of 387 systematic reviews with network meta-analysis by year of publication and health specialtyFig. 3Mosaic plot of 387 systematic reviews with network meta-analysis to visualize the frequency of incorporation of GRADE approach by year of publication. GRADE, Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and EvaluationTable 1Characteristics of 387 systematics reviews in the context of missing outcome dataCharacteristicLevelsTotal2009\
(*n* = 21)2010\
(*n* = 18)2011\
(*n* = 48)2012\
(*n* = 50)2013\
(*n* = 65)2014\
(*n* = 92)2015\
(*n* = 68)2016\
(*n* = 14)2017\
(*n* = 11)n%*Addressing and handling missing outcome data*Study protocolRegistered246.200.000.014.214.2625.0833.3833.300.000.0Not registered but published14^a^3.617.100.0214.3214.3642.917.1214.300.000.0Mentioned but not available6617.146.134.51218.269.11015.21725.8913.623.034.5Explicitly mentioned that there is no protocol41.000.000.000.0125.000.0375.000.000.000.0Protocol not mentioned27972.1165.7155.43311.84014.34315.46322.64917.6124.382.9If protocol is available (*37 SRs*), the MOD strategy was determined already in the protocol^b^Yes, using MOD as secondary outcome513.510.200.000.000.030.610.200.000.000.0Yes, in primary analysis using ITT with clarifications718.9114.300.0114.3114.3228.5114.3114.300.000.0Yes, in primary analysis using ITT without clarifications25.400.000.0150.000.0150.000.000.000.000.0Yes, in primary analysis by excluding trials with MOD12.700.000.000.000.000.000.0110000.000.0Yes, in primary analysis by excluding participants with MOD12.700.000.000.000.0110000.000.000.000.0No MOD strategy was determined2362.200.000.014.314.3730.4730.4730.400.000.0If protocol is available with a MOD strategy (*14 SRs*), the strategy defined in the protocol differed from that applied in the reviewNo, the authors adhered to the protocol1285.700.000.0216.718.318.3433.3433.300.000.0MOD were not addressed eventually214.300.000.000.000.000.0150.0150.000.000.0The authors explained (in the protocol or review) what they considered as MODYes, an explicit definition is provided6316.346.3711.11320.646.31219.01117.5812.734.811.6No explanation is provided32483.7175.2113.43510.84614.25316.48125.06018.5113.4103.1The review explicitly reported whether LOCF was employed or not in the included trialsYes, and they distinguished between LOCF and completely MOD51.300.0120.0120.000.0240.000.000.000.0120.0Yes, but they didn't distinguish between LOCF and completely MOD184.600.015.6422.2211.1316.7633.315.600.015.6No36494.1215.8164.44311.84813.26016.58623.66718.4143.892.5There is no evidence that MOD exist in the included trials for the primary outcomesMOD are present in the network27370.5103.7145.13512.82910.64416.17627.84416.1134.882.9Yes10.300.000.000.000.000.000.0110000.000.0Nothing mentioned11329.2119.743.51311.52118.62118.61614.22320.410.932.7If the review explicitly reported the presence of MOD (*273 SRs*), the strategy described in the Methods section to address MOD is^b^by excluding participants with MOD from the analyses41.500.000.0125.0125.000.0125.000.000.0125.0using ITT in the primary analysis with clarifications259.228.014.0312.0312.0416.0832.0312.000.014.0using ITT in the primary analysis without further clarifications8430.811.211.21011.91011.92023.82327.41416.733.622.3using dropout as a secondary outcome6122.346.646.61219.746.61422.91118.0711.534.923.2using sensitivity analysisby excluding studies based on a MOD rate threshold62.2233.300.0116.700.0116.7116.7116.700.000.0by excluding participants with MOD62.200.0116.7116.7116.700.0233.3116.700.000.0other41.500.000.000.0125.000.000.0250.0125.00 0.0using subgroup analysis62.200.0116.700.000.0350.0233.300.000.000.0using meta-regression analysis31.100.000.000.000.0133.3266.700.000.000.0Not mentioned12044.043.397.51310.8119.21411.73428.32420.075.943.3In case of 'intention-to-treat analysis' (*109 SRs*), did the authors extract data as reported in the trials or they applied ITT de novo?Data extracted as reported in the trials4642.200.012.236.536.51123.91532.6817.436.524.3Intention-to-treat analysis de novo3128.413.213.2619.439.7619.41135.526.500.013.2Combination of the aforementioned1312.017.700.0323.1430.817.717.7323.100.000.0Unclear1917.415.300.015.3315.8631.6421.1421.100.000.0Bias due to MOD was evaluatedYes, using a specific tool198^c^51.263.084.02110.6157.63517.75226.34321.7105.184.0Yes, probably but results are not displayed7218.656.934.2912.51115.31419.42027.8912.500.011.4No, but other domains were evaluated256.528.014.0416.0416.0416.0624.0312.000.014.0No evaluation of risk of bias9223.888.766.51415.22021.71213.01415.21314.144.311.1Bias due to MOD was evaluated explicitlyNo explicit evaluation18146.863.384.42111.6158.33318.24625.43821.084.463.3With justification of judgments18^c^4.600.000.000.000.0317.6635.3423.5211.8211.8Results on bias due to MOD are not displayed153.9320.0213.3213.3533.316.700.0213.300.000.0No evaluation of bias due to MOD256.528.014.0416.0416.0416.0624.0312.000.014.0Only an overall score is provided for each trial379.612.712.7616.2616.2718.91232.4410.800.000.0Results on the risk of bias evaluation are not presented194.915.300.015.300.0526.3842.1315.800.015.3No evaluation of risk of bias9223.888.766.51415.22021.71213.01415.21314.144.311.1*Acknowledging implications of missing outcome data*Among the reviews with MOD (273 SRs), the interpreted results accounted for MODYes8832.244.578.01618.289.11719.32022.71011.444.522.3No18567.863.273.81910.32111.42714.65630.33418.494.963.2If the interpreted results accounted for MOD (88 SRs), MOD implications were reported in^b^Abstract4652.336.524.3817.436.5919.61123.9511.036.524.3Results2629.513.827.7415.427.7415.4830.8415.413.800.0Discussion7484.145.456.81317.668.11621.61824.379.534.022.7Conclusions1112.500.019.1218.219.1218.2218.219.100.0218.2If the interpreted results accounted for MOD (88 SRs), they were discussed in the context of which NMA components^b^NMA treatment effects8495.544.878.31517.878.31619.02023.81011.944.811.2Intervention ranking1314.817.717.7215.417.7323.017.717.7215.417.7Heterogeneity78.000.000.000.0228.6228.6228.6114.200.000.0Evidence consistency33.400.0133.300.000.000.0266.700.000.000.0What information the authors used to discuss the implications (88 SRs)^b^Judgments from the risk of bias assessment1011.4110.0110.0110.0110.0110.0550.000.000.000.0The comments on the quality of evidence in SoF table11.100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.01100Sensitivity analysis results1618.216.216.2212.5212.516.2425.0425.016.200.0Subgroup analysis on a dropout-relevant characteristic44.500.000.000.000.0375.0125.000.000.000.0Meta-regression analysis using dropout as covariate33.400.000.000.000.0133.3266.700.000.000.0NMA results on dropout (as a secondary outcome)5865.946.935.21119.046.91424.11017.2712.135.223.4Dropout prevalence1112.500.0218.2436.419.119.1218.219.100.000.0Reasons for dropout11.100.0110000.000.000.000.000.000.000.0The strategy used to handle MOD in primary analysis22.300.000.000.000.000.0150.0150.000.000.0Abbreviations: *ITT*, intention-to-treat analysis, *LOCF* last observation carried forward, *MOD* missing outcome data, *NMA* network meta-analysis, *SoF* summary of finding, *SRs* systematic reviews^a^One review explicitly mentioned that the protocol is available, but the provided link page could not be found^b^Multiple selections have been applied^c^One systematic review clearly indicated that no incomplete outcome data exist in any of the included trials

Addressing and handling of missing outcome data in protocols {#Sec12}
------------------------------------------------------------

Among the systematic reviews that made their protocol available (*n* = 37, 10%), the majority (*n* = 23, 62%) did not provide any strategy to address MOD in their analysis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Five (13%) reviews planned to handle MOD as a secondary outcome, 9 (24%) planned to follow intention-to-treat analysis, whereas 2 (5.4%) planned to exclude participants with MOD or trials without complete outcome data. Of those 14 (38%) reviews that provided at least one pre-planned strategy to address MOD, only 2 (14%) did not address MOD eventually.

Prevalence in defining missing outcome data {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------

Overall, only 63 (16%) reviews explicitly defined either in their protocol or publication what the reviewers considered as MOD and most were published between 2011 and 2015 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). For example, Cipriani et al. \[[@CR35]\] reported that as secondary outcome "we defined treatment discontinuation (acceptability) as the number of patients who terminated the study early for any reason during the first 8 weeks of treatment (dropouts)". Other quotes regarding the definition of MOD can be found in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}.

Further in the definition of MOD, only 23 (6%) reviews explicitly mentioned that the LOCF approach has been already applied in the included trials (most found during 2013 and 2014). However, only 5 (1.3%) reviews clearly distinguished between LOCF and completely MOD (i.e., missing outcomes relating to participants who did not provide any measurements apart from their baseline characteristics before leaving the trial \[[@CR12]\]). For example, Filippini et al. \[[@CR36]\] imputed completely MOD under the 'all missing events' assumption while considering also the LOCF data: "we assumed that the treated- and control-group participants who dropped out and were not included in the study analysis both had the outcome (relapse or disability progression)".

Prevalence and handling of missing outcome data in systematic reviews {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Seventy percent (*n* = 273) of the systematic reviews explicitly reported that there are MOD in the included trials with most being published between 2011 and 2015, whereas only one systematic review clearly indicated through the risk of bias assessment that no incomplete outcome data exist in any of the included trials (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Of these 273 reviews, more than half (*n* = 153, 56%) applied at least one strategy to address MOD in their analysis, especially those reviews published during 2014, whereas the remaining reviews did not describe any such strategy.

Among the 153 reviews that described at least one strategy to handle missingness, the majority (*n* = 109, 71%) used intention-to-treat analysis but only 25 (23%) reviews explicitly reported what they meant by intention-to-treat analysis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Forty percent (*n* = 61) of the reviews considered MOD as one of the studied outcomes, whereas 4 (2.6%) reviews excluded participants with MOD from the primary analyses. The remaining reviews employed at least one sensitivity analysis (*n* = 16, 10%), followed by subgroup analysis (*n* = 6, 4%) and meta-regression analysis (*n* = 3, 2%) using a specific dropout characteristic (e.g., studies with and without complete outcome data or proportion of dropouts).

Out of 109 systematic reviews that applied intention-to-treat analysis (mainly published during 2013 and 2014), 46 (42%) extracted outcome data as reported in the trials, 31 (28%) applied intention-to-treat analysis de novo and only 25 (80%) reported specific scenarios about MOD, 13 (12%) applied a combination of 'as reported' and '*de novo* intention-to-treat analysis', whereas 19 (17%) reviews provided no explicit information to comprehend how intention-to-treat analysis was implemented (see, Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}).

Evaluation of bias due to missing outcome data in systematic reviews {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Almost half the systematic reviews (*n* = 198, 51%) assessed bias due to MOD using a specific tool to evaluate risk of bias of the trials and most were published during 2013 and 2014; only 18 (9.1%) reviews evaluated explicitly the domain by providing justification for the expressions of low, high, or unclear risk of bias (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The Cochrane risk of bias tool was the preferred tool in 147 (74%) reviews followed by the Jadad scale (*n* = 68, 34%) (see, Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}). Nineteen percent (*n* = 72) of the reviews stated that bias due to MOD has been evaluated but results on that domain are not displayed at all (*n* = 15, 21%) or an overall score is provided for each trial (*n* = 37, 51%) or results on the evaluation of risk of bias are omitted altogether (*n* = 19, 26%). Other domains of risk of bias were evaluated in 25 (6.5%) systematic reviews, whereas no evaluation of risk of bias occurred in the remaining (*n* = 92, 24%).

Acknowledgment of missing outcome data implications {#Sec16}
---------------------------------------------------

Out of 273 (70%) systematic reviews that explicitly reported presence of MOD in the included trials, only 88 (32%) interpreted their results while accounting for MOD (mostly found between 2011 and 2014) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), primarily referring to the implications of MOD on NMA treatment effects (*n* = 84, 95%) using the NMA results on dropout as secondary outcome (*n* = 58, 66%) or the sensitivity analysis results (*n* = 16, 18%). The discussion section (*n* = 74, 84%) followed by the abstract (*n* = 46, 52%) were the sections in which the authors primarily discussed the implications of MOD.

Characteristics of selected network meta-analyses {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------

We selected one primary outcome for each systematic review that explicitly or implicitly denoted the presence of MOD in the included trials (*n* = 273). A median of 18 (IQR: 11--36) RCTs were included in the 273 selected NMAs that assessed a median of 6 (IQR: 4--9) interventions. The majority of the NMAs referred to a full network (*n* = 200, 73%), compared pharmacological interventions against placebo (*n* = 150, 55%) and investigated a subjective primary outcome (*n* = 127, 46%). Binary outcomes were more prevalent (*n* = 175, 64%) with odds ratio being the most frequently used effect measure (*n* = 120, 68%). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the distribution of the network shape by intervention-comparator type (left) and the distribution of effect measure by outcome type (right) in 273 selected NMAs.Fig. 4Stacked bar chart of intervention-comparator type and network shape (left) and a stacked bar chart of outcome type and effect measure in 273 selected network meta-analyses (right)

Addressing missing outcome data in selected primary outcomes {#Sec18}
------------------------------------------------------------

A median of 5 RCTs (IQR: 3--12) handled intermediate missing outcomes using the LOCF approach (11 NMAs). Only 113 (41%) NMAs explicitly mentioned the analysis plan adopted (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), and most were published during 2012 and 2014, with intention-to-treat analysis being the most prevalent analysis plan (*n* = 105, 93%). While judging the actual method of primary analysis rather than the reported method, we concurred only with 14 (12%) out of 113 NMAs (see, Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}). We were able to judge the actual method applied in the primary analysis in 95 (35%) out of 273 NMAs that were published mostly between 2011 and 2014; we judged the great majority of NMAs to have analyzed the data as reported in the included trials (*n* = 57, 60%). Among the 16 NMAs that were judged to have imputed MOD in the primary analysis, 8 (50%) assumed all MOD to be non-events, 1 (6.2%) assumed all MOD to be events and 7 (44%) provided no information on the missingness scenarios. For the scenarios selected to impute MOD (9 NMAs), the reviewers considered no trial information on the reasons for dropout.Table 2Characteristics of 273 selected network meta-analysesCharacteristicLevelsTotal2009\
(*n* = 10)2010\
(*n* = 14)2011\
(*n* = 35)2012\
(*n* = 29)2013\
(*n* = 44)2014\
(*n* = 76)2015\
(*n* = 44)2016\
(*n* = 13)2017\
(*n* = 8)n%*Addressing and handling missing outcome data*Reported choice of primary analysis in the context of MODIntention-to-treat analysis10538.532.921.91312.41211.42422.92927.61615.232.932.9Modified intention-to-treat analysis41.500.000.000.0125.000.0250.0125.000.000.0Per-protocol analysis41.500.000.0125.0125.000.0125.000.000.0125.0Not mentioned16058.674.4127.52113.1159.42012.54427.52716.9106.242.5We judged the actual method of primary analysis rather than the reported method to be possiblyAvailable case analysis with LOCF62.200.0233.3233.3116.700.000.0116.700.000.0Available case analysis without LOCF155.500.0320.0320.016.7213.3320.0213.316.700.0Imputation methodwith LOCF20.700.000.0150.000.0150.000.000.000.000.0without LOCF145.117.100.0321.4321.4214.3214.3321.400.000.0 Modified intention-to-treat analysis10.400.000.000.0110000.000.000.000.000.0Outcome analyzed as reported in the included trials5720.935.358.81017.5712.31119.31221.1610.535.300.0Unclear17865.263.442.2169.0169.02815.75933.13218.095.184.5If applicable, which imputation method was judged to be used (*16 NMAs*)All MOD as non-events850.0112.500.0225.0112.5112.5112.5225.000.000.0All MOD as events16.200.000.000.000.0110000.000.000.000.0Not mentioned743.800.000.0228.6228.6114.3114.3114.300.000.0If imputation of MOD was employed (*16 NMAs*), the scenarios considered in the network areCommon across trials and interventions956.3111.100.0222.2111.1222.2111.1222.200.000.0Unclear743.700.000.0228.6228.6114.3114.3114.300.000.0For the scenarios selected to impute MOD (*16 NMAs*), the reviewer considered relevant trial information on the reasons for dropoutNo956.3111.100.0222.2111.1222.2111.1222.200.000.0Unclear743.700.000.0228.6228.6114.3114.3114.300.000.0*Sensitivity analysis on missing outcome data*Strategy reported to handle MOD in a sensitivity analysis^a^Trial exclusion72.6228.600.0114.300.0114.3228.6114.300.000.0Available case analysis51.800.0120.0120.000.000.0240.0120.000.000.0Imputation31.100.0133.300.0133.300.000.0133.300.000.0Modified intention-to-treat analysis with other definitions20.700.000.000.0150.000.000.0150.000.000.0No sensitivity analysis25794.183.1135.13312.82710.54316.77228.04015.6135.183.1If sensitivity analysis applied (16 NMAs), the authors reported any changes in the inferences after sensitivity analysisYes, it was reported that no changes were detected1381.217.700.0215.4215.417.7323.1430.800.000.0Yes, it was reported that changes were detected212.500.0150.000.000.000.0150.000.000.000.0Not mentioned16.3110000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.0Explanation given by the reviewers to support their strategy to handle MOD in primary and sensitivity analysis for the selected outcomeYes, they provided an explanation124.4216.718.300.0216.718.3433.318.300.018.3No explanation is given11241.021.810.91614.31210.72421.43228.61816.143.632.7Not applicable149^b^54.664.0128.11912.81510.11912.84026.82516.896.042.7*Availability of primary and missing outcome data for extraction*Provided numerical information on MOD for post-hoc analysisExtractable (i.e., at arm- or trial-level of every trial)5520.147.359.11323.647.3814.51221.8712.723.600.0Not usable information (e.g., at intervention level)279.900.013.7414.8414.8518.5829.627.413.727.4No numerical information on MOD19170.063.184.2189.42111.03116.25629.33518.3105.263.1Data extraction for the selected primary outcome is judged to be overallExtractable^c^3914.337.737.7820.537.7820.5820.5512.812.600.0Contact authors for raw outcome data^d^82.9112.5225.0225.000.000.0112.5225.000.000.0Contact authors for raw MOD^e^41.500.000.0125.000.000.0375.000.000.000.0Not extractable^f^22281.362.794.12410.82611.73616.26428.83716.7125.483.6Abbreviations: *LOCF* last observation carried forward, *MOD* missing outcome data, *NMA* network meta-analysis^a^Multiple selections have been applied^b^120 systematic reviews did not mention any strategy to address missing outcome data and 29 systematic reviews addressed missing outcome data only as a secondary outcome^c^Both primary and missing outcome data are provided for each arm in every trial^d^No raw primary outcome data are provided but missing outcome data are provided for each arm of every (or some) trial(s)^e^Primary outcome data are provided at arm-level for every trial but missing outcome data are provided at trial-level^f^Primary outcome data are provided at contrast-level in each trial with trial- or intervention-level or no information at all on missing outcome data; primary outcome data are provided at arm-level for every trial with intervention-level or no information at all on missing outcome data; no raw primary outcome data are provided as well as no information on missing outcome data

Sensitivity analysis on missing outcome data for selected primary outcomes {#Sec19}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Most NMAs were not re-analyzed in a sensitivity analysis (*n* = 257, 94%) to investigate the implications of MOD on the primary analysis results further (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Out of 16 NMAs with at least one sensitivity analysis (most published during 2014 and 2015), only 2 (12%) reported that changes were detected when compared with the primary analysis results. Specifically, Delahoy et al. \[[@CR37]\] reported that "Both sensitivity analyses \[one after excluding missing outcome data and one after imputing all missing cases as failures\] supported the findings of the base-case analysis, although statistical significance was not demonstrated", whereas Cui et al. \[[@CR38]\] stated that "\[After using per-protocol instead of intention-to-treat analysis\] two outcomes for apixaban and dabigatran in preventing total VTE were significantly affected". Overall, for 12 (4.4%) out of 273 NMAs there was an explicit explanation to support the strategy applied to handle MOD in primary and sensitivity analysis (see, Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}) and the majority was published during 2014.

Availability of primary and missing outcome data for extraction {#Sec20}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Only 55 (20%) out of 273 NMAs provided extractable MOD at arm- or trial-level for every included trial (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) with most being published between 2011 and 2015. In 27 (10%) NMAs, MOD were reported at intervention-level, whereas the remaining 191 (70%) NMAs provided no numerical information on MOD. Overall, 39 (14%) NMAs provided necessary numerical information for each arm in every trial (published mostly between 2011 and 2014) in order to enable extraction of both primary and missing outcome data.

Discussion {#Sec21}
==========

In this systematic survey, we reviewed a total of 387 systematic reviews with NMA on at least three interventions. Only a fraction described in their protocol a strategy to address MOD or provided a definition of MOD. Overall, there was insufficient information in most systematic reviews with NMA to judge the actual strategy applied to handle MOD. Only a small fraction of NMAs were re-analyzed in at least one sensitivity analysis for MOD and an even smaller number explicitly justified the strategy applied in primary and/or sensitivity analysis to address MOD.

This is the first systematic survey that provides comprehensive evidence about the reporting and handling of MOD in networks of interventions. It suggests that planning, reporting and conduct of analyzing the impact of MOD in NMA results is poor and will benefit from related guidance.

We believe that this work is representative because it vastly expands our previous work in mental health Cochrane reviews \[[@CR12]\]. We evaluated twice the systematic reviews covering a wide range of several health specialties \[[@CR12]\]. Another strength of our study includes searching a multitude of sources that include 4 previously published collections of NMAs and an update of the original searches using an extensive previously published search strategy \[[@CR32]\].

The weaknesses of our study are the lack of guidance for handling MOD in NMA itself. Without this guidance, the authors of the systematic reviews could not follow proper reporting and analysis standards. The overall poor quality of the reporting of the eligible systematic reviews raised a number of challenges for our work. First, only a fraction of reviews provided numerical information on MOD (82 out of 387), whereas 70% of the reviews with potential MOD in the included trials provided only implicit information on MOD and primarily through the assessment of bias due to MOD. As a result, we were not able to appraise the precise extent of MOD in the reviews and by extent, in each clinical field. Second, we were not able to provide an actual estimation of the use of the LOCF approach in the included studies since only 11 networks made available such information (again, mostly through the assessment of bias due to MOD). Therefore, we might have underestimated the extent of the LOCF approach in systematic reviews with NMA. Third, we strived to judge as objectively as possible the actual method applied in the primary analysis by developing a classification of judgments which was then applied in all eligible reviews. However, considering also the particular nature of this task this judgment remained subjective. Finally, we did not attempt to contact the authors of the reviews that mentioned a protocol but did not make the protocol publicly available (1 out of 5 reviews). It is unlikely, though, that these protocols would have addressed MOD more explicitly.

The results of our study are comparable with our previous work \[[@CR12]\] focusing on Cochrane reviews with two interventions in mental health and with the work of Akl et al. \[[@CR13]\] who investigated Cochrane and non-Cochrane reviews with focus on binary outcome data. We observed that only a small fraction of reviews provided a clear definition for MOD or distinguished between LOCF and *completely* MOD. Furthermore, most of the reviews addressed MOD either as a secondary outcome or by applying an imputation strategy for the purpose of complying with the intention-to-treat principle. Sensitivity analysis was among the least prevalent methods to address MOD, whereas the interpreted results were hardly discussed in the context of MOD. Akl et al. \[[@CR13]\] encountered also a low prevalence in the reporting and handling of MOD. Exclusion of missing participants from the analysis and application of sensitivity analysis were the most and least prevalent methods, respectively. Assessment of bias due to MOD was primarily a characteristic of Cochrane but not of other reviews.

Nevertheless, contrary to our previous work \[[@CR12]\], we were not able to judge the actual method applied in the majority of the selected NMAs. This difficulty primarily stems from insufficient information about important components that are necessary to derive the actual method of primary analysis explicitly or implicitly. Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"} shows examples of systematic reviews with explicit, implicit and unclear judgments alongside the justification of our judgments.

Our systematic survey revealed that systematic reviews with NMA rarely develop protocols prior to their conduct, while those that make protocols available in public, tend not to provide a strategy to address MOD. A carefully planned protocol should include explicit information on collecting MOD for each arm in every trial, on the methodology considered (e.g., imputation or likelihood-based methods) and assumptions about missing cases (source and distribution across trials and interventions). Ideally, the reviewers should also attempt to distinguish between completely MOD and LOCF data and record the trials with information on LOCF. In that way, the actual extent of MOD and their implications on the conclusions can be appraised more accurately.

We found that many systematic reviews favored intention-to-treat analysis but only a handful of those provided further information on the technique and assumptions made about the missing cases. Indeed, a great majority of these reviews merely mentioned that, 'where possible, data were extracted under the intention-to-treat principle as reported in the included trials'. However, the reviewers made no efforts to evaluate the validity of the analysis claimed in these trials, as they seem to have taken at face value the reported results. The latter increases the risk of misconducting an intention-to-treat analysis in the review, since intention-to-treat analysis is notorious for being described and implemented inadequately in trials \[[@CR39]\]. Without possessing at least the number analyzed out of the number randomized in the included trials, the reported analysis in the selected outcome may not be following the genuine intention-to-treat principle.

Without information available on post-withdrawal outcomes, MOD are eventually analyzed using untestable assumptions \[[@CR40]\]. Therefore, a set of clinically plausible sensitivity analyses needs to be selected to explore the deviations from the assumption made in the primary analysis and by extent, the robustness of the inferences \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]. Nevertheless, our survey demonstrated that sensitivity analyses in the context of MOD are very rarely planned in systematic reviews with NMAs (*n* = 16, 4.1%). We previously found that only 16% of the eligible meta-analyses applied at least one sensitivity analysis, whereas only half communicated their findings while considering the results of the sensitivity analyses. It is possible that more careful protocol development and peer review of Cochrane reviews provided some protection against this shortcoming. Gamble and Hollis \[[@CR17]\] first shed light on the methods used in Cochrane reviews with meta-analyses to address MOD, and they found that half of the systematic reviews planned and performed sensitivity analysis, whereas interpretation of the sensitivity analyses was either unclear or omitted, overall.

Conclusions {#Sec22}
===========

Our comprehensive empirical systematic survey indicates that the quality of reporting and handling MOD in systematic reviews with NMAs is inadequate. Despite the published literature on MOD, reviewers remain either unaware of the presence and importance of MOD or unable to plan to deal with MOD in systematic reviews of multiple interventions. In addition, the poor handling of MOD attests to limited knowledge of the reviewers regarding the existing relevant methodology. Therefore, further methods development, reporting guidelines and education amongst reviewers is deemed necessary to allow addressing the implications on the quality of the inferences delivered to the healthcare system. To ensure a transparent, detail-oriented reporting and methodologically appropriate management of MOD in systematic reviews, peer reviewers and journal editors may benefit from training as well.
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GRADE

:   Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation

IMOR

:   Informative missingness odds ratio

LOCF

:   Last-observation-carried-forward

MOD

:   Missing outcome data

NMA

:   Network meta-analysis

RCT

:   Randomized controlled trials
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